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Mastering the Premier League 2019-09-16 mastering the premier league is the story behind the success
of pep guardiola at manchester city it offers an in depth look at the tactical concepts underlying a
footballing superpower revealing who does what how and why discover the secrets of the game model
developed by guardiola that sets city apart from the rest when guardiola joined manchester city in
2016 there were doubts that he could replicate his successful model of football in the english game
but after a single season of acclimatisation we saw those doubts shattered as city won the premier
league in 2017 18 with a record 100 points beyond the trophies and the records however lies a yet
more intriguing story of how guardiola adapted and perfected the tactical principles that had made
him so successful at barcelona and bayern munich who played the key roles on the field enabling
manchester city s successes of 2017 19 and why the other premier league sides were unable to stop
the city juggernaut sweeping aside all in its path
Coaching Soccer Like Guardiola and Mourinho 2016-08-29 a soccer player is more than the sum of
his parts endurance speed shooting technique passing technique and many more all of these factors
need to be turned into one system to create good players traditional training theory doesn t achieve
that because each skill is trained individually this is why the concept of tactical periodization has
become the preferred training theory for many of the current most successful soccer coaches pep
guardiola jos� mourinho diego simeone andr� villas boas and many others train according to these
principles by creating match like situations in practice players learn to link their technical tactical
and athletic abilities to match intelligence they will learn to transfer their skills to soccer matches
and they can improve endurance technique and tactics all at the same time while enjoying the practice
sessions more for this book the author has evaluated and analyzed hundreds of training sessions and
has tailored exercises to specific demands all exercises are performed with a ball so that players
learn to apply each skill to the game every coach will find numerous exercises in this book to help
them create better and more efficient practice sessions so they can improve their players and the team s
performance with tactical periodization your team will become better and be successful on the next
match day
The Barcelona Inheritance 2018-11-06 from cruyff s total football to the epic rivalry between
guardiola and mourinho a gripping chronicle of the rise and fall of barcelona s dominance in world
soccer barcelona s style of play pressing and possessing is the single biggest influence on modern
soccer in the barcelona inheritance jonathan wilson reveals how and why this came to pass offering a
deep analysis of the evolution of soccer tactics and style in the late 1990s johan cruyff s dream
team was disintegrating and the revolutionary manager had departed but his style gave birth to a new
generation of thinkers including pep guardiola and jos�ourinho today their teams are first and second
in the premier league marking the latest installment in a rivalry that can be traced back twenty five
years the barcelona inheritance is a book about the tactics the personalities the friendships and in one
case an apocalyptic falling out that continue to shape the game today
Pep Guardiola Attacking Tactics - Tactical Analysis and Sessions from Manchester City's 4-3-3
2019-05-20 this book provides a tactical analysis of pep guardiola s 4 3 3 attacking tactics 56
tactical situations which has been used to produce 12 full training sessions 70 practices and
variations you can use these ready made sessions to practice pep guardiola s attacking tactics and
implement them into your training sessions
Pep Guardiola's Blueprint of Positional Soccer 2023-12-11 pep guardiola s blueprint of positional
soccer is an immersive exploration of the football strategies that have shaped pep guardiola s
legendary career from his formative years under johan cruyff to his celebrated tenures at barcelona
bayern munich and manchester city this comprehensive study uncovers the principles tactics and
adaptability that mark guardiola s distinctive football philosophy drawing on extensive match
analysis player anecdotes and guardiola s own reflections the book delves into the core of his unique
approach to the game it examines key concepts such as positional play maintaining width and depth and
playing through the lines it also dissects the masterful use of the false 9 strategies in the final third
and the high press and high defensive line that define guardiola s teams pep guardiola s blueprint of
positional soccer also delves into guardiola s tactical flexibility illuminating how he tweaks his
formations to create surprising gameplans or counter specific challenges the book provides a unique
look into guardiola s training methods and the meticulous planning that goes into implementing his
philosophy on the pitch concluding with detailed case studies of iconic matches this book allows
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readers to understand the effectiveness of guardiola s tactical philosophy and his ability to adapt
to varying circumstances this book serves as an invaluable resource for football enthusiasts
aspiring coaches and anyone who seeks to appreciate the tactical intricacies of football from the
perspective of one of its greatest minds immerse yourself in this enthralling journey through guardiola
s football universe and emerge with a deeper understanding and appreciation of the strategies that
have revolutionized modern football
Fc Barcelona - a Tactical Analysis 2012-02 fc barcelona a tactical analysis attacking a team
from another planet a tactical blue print of pep guardiola s barcelona team this book is an exclusive
and groundbreaking study of pep guardiola s barcelona team this information and analysis of one of
the most successful club sides in history has been in high demand and it is finally here the attacking
play of barcelona is admired by every coach player and fan in the world each player movement and
passing combination is broken down in detail for every coach to apply these tactics to their own team
here is the chance to learn to play the bara way we now have a full analysis of barcelona s tactics
which have been so important to their success the book shows barca s 4 3 3 system of play each
player s responsibilities positioning and movement within every possible phase of play terzis athanasios
is a tactical professor of football and has compiled an extensive assessment of barcelona s
attacking play after over 1000 hours of studying all the games from the 2010 11 season guardiola
s team has won 3 la liga championships 2 uefa champions leagues 4 spanish cups 2 super cups and 2
fifa world club world cups the book starts with the characteristics of the players and the
philosophy of barcelona and builds into a comprehensive overview of the offensive tactics employed
with clear diagrams and detailed descriptions included attacking against opposition pressing in the 1st
stage attacking in the 2nd and 3rd stage on the right and left hand side maintaining possession
awareness and decision making retaining balance transition play build up and combination play
movement of runs and creating space plus a lot more see full book contents below this gives football
coaches an unbelievable chance to learn how barcelona play and employ their tactics to maintain
possession create chances and score goals barcelona is by far the best attacking team of the modern
era and now you can see how and why this is the case
Pep Guardiola - Coaching High Pressing Tactics & Sessions Against Different Formations
2023-05-30 learn how pep s manchester city 126 tactical examples use their pressing tactics to
play against all different formations so you can coach pep s high pressing game against various
systems of play
Pep Guardiola's Positional Grid 2018-01-30 the positional grid is like a cognitive road map for
players when in possession depending on where the ball is located players are responsible to fill a
specific a location in the positional grid the end result is that a team shape or structure will develop
in possession resulting in a positional soccer style of play however the game of soccer has unlimited
ever changing situations and variables so there will always be freedom within the provided positional
structure to make adaptions the positional soccer grid divides the training pitch into 20 sections
basically five vertical rows and four cross field sections the widest channels are referred to as the
low option areas because there are limited passing opportunities that can made from out wide the
widest areas are utilized often to draw the defense out moving them from side to side to open up
spaced in between the defenders or on the far side the next space that borders the wide channel is
called a half space the half space is a dangerous area because penetrating balls and shots on goal
can be taken from this position guardiola often liked his most dangerous players like robben or messi
to receive the ball in the half spaces how many goals have we seen those two players create by
cutting inside and shooting to the far post the next space is the large space on top of the 18 yard
box this space is considered the most dangerous area on the soccer field this large box is so
dangerous because more goals are created from this area than anywhere else however quick 1 touch
play is critical in this area to be effective with the largest concentration of defenders located in this
space of course players like messi are invaluable in areas like this as they can make the impossible
happen changing the game the positional grid offers a structure and provides cues for players letting
them know to adjust their position depending in which zone the ball is in they must know when to fill an
empty zone when it has been vacated or to move into a zone to create superiority of numbers a general
rule of thumb is that no more than three players will be in a horizontal line and not more than two in
a vertical line this helps give the player on the ball two three passing options the entire game can be
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taught using the grid from build up play to the attacking third when using the grid to teach
positional soccer there are many ways to utilize it one way is to set up trainings that require
players to operate inside the positional grid adhering to specific conditions but still allowing a degree
tactical freedom while encouraging problem solving an example of this would be requiring five shorter
passes on one side of the field before a long pass can be made switching the field to the far wide player
the next type of training can use the grid as more of specific road map that must be strictly adhered
to an example of this would be working on playing the ball out of the back each player will be
assigned a specific part of the grid to be in as a standard way of operating out of the back is
established the other beneficial aspect of using the positional grid is that it organizes space on the
field in a realistic way for players when players train tactics in specific game realistic spaces their
soccer awareness tactical sense and soccer iq benefit training in the positional grid helps players
better judge distance space and time in relationship to carrying out the desired tactics i recommend
training with the grid and then removing the grid at the end so that spatial relationship is further
reinforced
The Barcelona Legacy 2018-08-09 manchester 2018 pep guardiola and jos� mourinho lead their
teams out to face each other in the 175th manchester derby they are first and second in the premier
league but today only one man can come out on top it is merely the latest instalment in a rivalry
that has contested titles traded insults and crossed a continent but which can be traced back to a
friendship that began almost 25 years ago barcelona late nineties johan cruyff s dream team is
disintegrating and the revolutionary manager has departed but what will come next will transform
the future of football cruyff s style has changed the game and given birth to a generation of thinkers
men like ronald koeman luis enrique laurent blanc frank de boer louis van gaal and cruyff s club
captain pep guardiola and a young translator jos� mourinho the barcelona legacy is a book in part
about tactics about how the theories that underpin the modern game were forged by cruyff and his
successors but also about the people and personalities who gathered at the camp nou for what was
effectively the greatest coaching seminar in history about their friendships and rivalries and in one
case an apocalyptic falling out that continues to shape the game today
Pep Guardiola 2024-01-17 have you ever wondered about the mind behind the footballing symphonies
that mesmerize millions have you pondered over the genius of pep guardiola the architect of tactical
marvels that have left an indelible mark on the beautiful game pep guardiola unraveling the secrets
behind football s strategic genius takes you on an immersive journey through the life career and game
changing tactics of one of football s most visionary coaches dive into the depths from the bustling
streets of santpedor spain where pep guardiola s footballing odyssey began to the strategic
masterstrokes that transformed the landscape of modern football this book delves deep into the
fascinating layers of guardiola s story what fueled his passion how did his childhood shape the
tactical wizard we know today the evolution unveiled embark on a gripping narrative that unravels
the evolution of guardiola s coaching philosophy how did he lay the foundations of tiki taka at
barcelona what were the tactical innovations that propelled bayern munich to bundesliga domination
how did he reinvent english football at manchester city this book is your backstage pass to witness
the tactical symphony that unfolded on the hallowed training grounds beyond trophies the human
saga discover the man behind the manager the challenges the resilience and the triumphs that defined
guardiola s journey how did he navigate the storms what were the pivotal moments that shaped his
coaching ethos the training ground becomes a battleground for a human saga marked by passion
adversity and triumph decoding the mind of a visionary uncover the influences and inspirations that
shaped guardiola s footballing philosophy who were his guiding lights how did he translate his
playing career into a coaching masterpiece the training ground once a canvas for personal growth
transforms into a mind bending labyrinth of tactical brilliance engage with tactical breakdowns
immerse yourself in detailed breakdowns of guardiola s playing styles what were the key elements of
his possession based football how did he revolutionize pressing and defensive strategies the training
ground unfolds as a tactical laboratory where innovations are tested and refined legacy beyond the
touchline as you approach the final chapters witness the enduring legacy of guardiola how has he
influenced coaching worldwide what are his social initiatives and personal beliefs the training ground
becomes a stage where guardiola s impact extends beyond football leaving an indelible mark on society
your journey begins the journey through pep guardiola unraveling the secrets behind football s
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strategic genius is not just about football it s about the relentless pursuit of excellence the
resilience in the face of challenges and the enduring legacy of a visionary as you turn the pages you re
not just reading a book you re stepping onto the training ground witnessing the evolution of a
maestro are you ready to step into guardiola s world can you decipher the tactical nuances that
revolutionized football will you uncover the secrets that make guardiola a coaching legend your
journey begins now buy the book and let the training ground revelations unfold
Record Breakers: The Tactics Behind Liverpool's Andmanchester City's Title Triumphs 2021-07-15
record breakers the tactics behind liverpool and manchester city s title triumphs and record points
totals lifts the lid on j�rgen klopp and pep guardiola s tactical systems and strategies written by a
premier league analyst the book focuses on the seasons when these two footballing giants registered
the highest points totals in premier league history it compares their styles and principles of play both
with and without the ball analyses the differences in the positioning of their players and outlines
their specific movement patterns all in the context of how opposition teams attempted to defend
against them learn how leroy san� and raheem sterling were used very differently from mo salah and
sadio man� how city s system got the best out of kevin de bruyne and how trent alexander arnold
became a unique playmaker from full back from inverted full backs to false 9s via free 8s discover
how city and liverpool s tactics reflect modern football s evolution
Play Like Pep Guardiola's Barcelona 2016-09-22 written by agustin peraita fcbescola project
director at sao paulo fc barcelona this book is for soccer coaches looking to understand and
implement pep guardiola s tactical approach and coaching methodology for his 2009 2010 barca side
contains over 50 illustrations detailing on field drills tactical diagrams and weekly planning
schedules
Coaching Transition Play - Full Sessions from the Tactics of Simeone, Guardiola, Klopp, Mourinho &
Ranieri 2017-02-10 this book provides analysis of simeone guardiola klopp mourinho and ranieri s
tactics michail tsokaktsidis is a uefa a licence coach and has used this analysis to produce 23 full
sessions 98 practices including transition games game situations and small sided games
Modern Periodisation - Tactical Periodization V Microciclo-Estructurado 2020-12-14 for any
football coach this is a fantastic journey and insight into the periodization model microciclo
estructurado it has received very little attention in english speaking media however this model used by
pep guardiola can help coaches deliver sessions with improved technical and tactical detail the book
also includes many different sessions to help coaches improve their delivery and understanding
Pep Confidential 2014-10-16 access inside the changing room and behind the scenes that any
journalist or writer would kill for perarnau s insights are astonishing graham hunter write about
everything you see be as critical as you like pep guardiola to marti perarnau summer 2013 marti
perarnau was given total access to bayern munich during season 2013 14 this book represents the
first time in the modern era that a writer has got this close to one of the elite teams of world
football at the invitation of pep guardiola he shadowed the catalan his staff and his superstar
players during training and on matchdays bayern smashed domestic records on their way to the double
but were humiliated by real madrid in the champions league semi final perarnau was with them every step
of the way perarnau is with guardiola as he is courted by the world s greatest clubs during his
sabbatical in new york we hear guardiola explain in detail the radical tactical moves which
transform bayern s season and reprogramme the players who will win the world cup with germany
perarnau talks exclusively and in fascinating detail with players such as arjen robben manuel neuer
philipp lahm thiago alcantara and bastian schweinsteiger pep confidential is much more than the story
of a season it is also a lasting portrait of one of the greatest coaches in sport
Pep Guardiola - 88 Attacking Combinations and Positional Patterns of Play Direct from Pep's
Training Sessions 2019-07-11 this book gives you a rare opportunity to use pep guardiola s
practices and learn from one of the best coaches in the history of football the 88 attacking
combinations and attacking positional patterns of play included are taken direct from pep guardiola s
training sessions at manchester city bayern munich and fc barcelona
Universality - The Blueprint for Soccer's New Era 2014-09-02 the game of soccer is constantly in
flux new ideas philosophies and tactics mould the present and shape the future since the turn of the
century we have witnessed dramatic changes in the beautiful game new types of player new coaching
methods and tactical innovations have all enhanced and changed the sport of football the technical
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tactical physical and psychological skills needs of the modern player from the goalkeeper to centre
forward have all been enhanced in a nutshell the modern game is quicker as well as being technically
and tactically more advanced than for previous generations excitingly the future promises to be even
faster more technical and more demanding of its players after witnessing spanish football and
barcelona provide one of the great periods of global dominance we are now entering a new era one
which is being led by german football and notably bayern munich germany now world champions at
international level along with the visionary coaching philosophy of pep guardiola at club level are
taking football into a new epoch one which the italian coach arrigo sacchi prophesised several years
ago one of universality in this book matthew whitehouse acclaimed author of the way forward
solutions to england s football failings looks in depth at the past decade of the game taking the
reader on a journey into football s evolution examining the key changes that have occurred since the
turn of the century right up to the present the book looks at the evolution of tactics coaching and
position specific play they have led us to this moment to the rise of universality universality the
blueprint for soccer s new era is a voyage into football as well as a lesson for coaches players and
fans who seek to know and anticipate where the game of the future is heading
Tac-Tac 2016-09-14 in the f�tbol world pep guardiola is considered as the coach who comes up
with the best ideas for his teams to play an aesthetically quality attacking game with great results
however having studied his training methods both at barcelona and bayern munich i am convinced the
structured approach his technical staff uses to implement his ideas doesn t really reflect his genius in
my opinion tactical periodization is the appropriate methodology to implement pep s ideas which is my
intention to demonstrate throughout this book as you may recall the principles of tactical
periodization were detailed in my previous book tactical periodization a practical application for the
game model of the fc bayern munich of jupp heynckes 2011 2013 which are needed to understand the
advance training thoughts herein discussed
PEP GUARDIOLA'S MAGIC SQUARE 2024 the game of soccer is perpetually in a constant state of
change as new tactical trends appear each and every season some of the changes are adaptations and
variations from the past while others are completely original if we roll back the clock to the first
international friendly match ever played in 1872 you would have witnessed england playing a 1 2 7
formation against the scottish 2 2 6 soccer s early formations were built with few players in the
back and many up top fast forward to the 1920 s and things began to change this is when the 3 2 2 3
w m formation made its debut introduced by herbert chapman at arsenal then jump ahead to the 1966
world cup as england played the first diamond 4 4 2 formation change continued to come in 1974
when the dutch coach rinus michels lined the team up in a 4 3 3 formation introducing the world to
clockwork orange the 2000 s has been responsible for the emergence of the 4 2 3 1 formation along
with the 4 6 0 false 9 introduced by the spanish however the question every top coach is constantly
pursuing is what is the next major trend or change in the game we have already seen some signs of
change with the inverted wingbacks of guardiola at manchester city and the deterioration of the
classic back four even arsenal have changed to a 3 back system as we look at the history of soccer
the changes in formations are pronounced the original formations have been compared to inverted or
upside down pyramids with 7 attacking players up top and only 2 in the back as the game progressed
the pyramid completely turned around as seen with the 4 2 3 1 formation which took on a realistic
pyramid type of shape and now the shape appears to be changing again this book focuses on what very
well may be one of the formations of the future the 2 6 2 formation we saw the 2 6 2 formation used
when guardiola s bayern dismantled roma in a champions league match 7 1 argentina recently played a
2 3 4 1 in a friendly match against singapore the reality is that the modern game is seeing the pyramid
shape turning more into a rhombus small on the bottom large in the middle and small on top obviously
simply talking about general shapes is an over simplification of formations but this type of rhombus
idea seems to be where the formation trend is heading how many teams have switched to a 3 5 2 in the
last 24 months many more than a few years ago that s for sure arsenal who rarely change anything
went to 3 at the back last spring along with many others the new trend in formations also points to
need for developing more intelligent players in order to effectively play with 2 3 players in the back an
overloaded midfield and two forwards players must be excellent decision makers and possess high
soccer iq s today s new formations demand players be smart and skillful while the older bunker in and
counter attack systems 4 2 3 1 or 4 4 2 can more easily accommodate the simple disciplined and hard
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working player it s my opinion that the modern player must be technical creative smart have a high
soccer iq and be an active problem solver as formations become more expansive and more dangerous
they also become more vulnerable the player of the future must be a different breed they must possess
a complete soccer brain
Coaching the Modern 2-6-2 Soccer Formation 2017-09-24 for three extraordinary seasons at
bayern munich martin perarnau was given total access around the german super club to its players its
backroom staff its board members and above all to its manager pep guardiola in the follow up to his
critically acclaimed account of guardiola s first full season at bayern pep confidential perarnau
now lifts the lid on the catalan s whole tenure in bavaria pep guardiola the evolution takes the
reader on a journey through three action packed seasons as bayern smashed domestic records yet
struggled to emulate that dominance in europe analysing guardiola s management style through key
moments on and off the field perarnau reveals how guardiola improved as a manager at bayern despite
failing to land the ultimate prize in european football examines his decision to leave germany to take
up the challenge at manchester city and how his managerial style will continue to evolve in the
premier league this is more than the story of three seasons with one of the biggest clubs in the game it
is a portrait and analysis of a manager and the footballing philosophies that have beguiled the world
Pep Guardiola: The Evolution 2016-11-04 dive into the fascinating journey of pep guardiola the
visionary football tactician whose innovative strategies revolutionized the game from his days as a
midfield maestro at barcelona to his illustrious managerial career at clubs like barcelona bayern
munich and manchester city this biography explores guardiola s rise to becoming one of the most
successful and influential figures in football history discover the tactics triumphs and trials of a
man who redefined the beautiful game and left an indelible mark on the sport
Pep Guardiola 2024-02-22 jose mourinho s real madrid a tactical analysis attacking a chance for
you to learn mourinho s 4 2 3 1 system of play tactics each player s responsibilities positioning
movement with every possible phase of play the long awaited study of jose mourinho s tactics is
finally here with an extensive analysis of his real madrid team s 4 2 3 1 formation you can now see a
full analysis of real madrid s attacking and defending tactics which have been so important to their
success they scored 121 goals in la liga and this book shows real s 4 2 3 1 system of play each
player s responsibilities positioning and movement within every possible phase of play the attacking
phase was key for real madrid and the main features were creating width maintaining superiority in
numbers around the ball zone long diagonal passes in out swinging crosses from the flank and ronaldo
s efficiency in front of goal terzis athanasios is a tactical professor of football and has compiled an
extensive assessment of real madrid s defensive play after over 1000 hours of studying all the games
from the 2011 12 season real madrid won the la liga title beating pep guardiola s barcelona team one
of the most successful club sides in history by 9 points this attacking book starts with the
characteristics of the players and builds into a comprehensive overview of the attacking tactics
employed with clear diagrams and detailed descriptions this gives you a unique opportunity to use the
same 4 2 3 1 pattern of plays that jose mourinho s used for his winning real madrid team integrate
them into your sessions now this attacking book includes pages 286 diagrams 382 coaching topics
131 printed b w don t miss this unbelievable chance for you to learn jose mourinho s 4 2 3 1 how the
team play and adapt their tactics to all conceivable situations their attacking and defensive play is
key to their great success and the blueprint is available right here for you to learn and apply the
same tactics for your team
Jose Mourinho's Real Madrid - a Tactical Analysis 2012-11-01 learn the technical tactical passing
warm up practices taken directly from the training sessions of pep guardiola diego simeone carlo
anceloti unai emery maurizio sarri and jupp heynckes
Passing Warm-Ups - Direct from Guardiola, Simeone, Ancelotti, Emery, Sarri & Heynckes 2021-12-14
pep guardiola from player to iconic coach is an in depth examination of the extraordinary journey
that one of the most renowned individuals in football has made this in depth account offers readers
on an engrossing journey through pep guardiola s life and career revealing the many facets of his
transformation from a gifted athlete to a legendary coach it explores guardiola s early influences
his playing days at fc barcelona under johan cruyff s tutelage and the crucial events that molded his
philosophy of football starting with his early years as a brilliant midfielder the tactical nuances
and forward thinking ideas that guardiola internalized while playing are fully explained to readers
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laying the groundwork for his subsequent pursuits the story progresses and the change from player
to coach takes center stage shedding light on the struggles and victories that shaped guardiola s
coaching career it carefully examines his revolutionary time at fc barcelona when he masterminded
unheard of success with a play style that captivated the football world the book provides a deep
knowledge of the tiki taka revolution by navigating through his tactical breakthroughs man
management skills and symbiotic connections built with key players the story transcends national
boundaries summarizing guardiola s varied coaching tenures at manchester city and bayern munich it
delves into his flexibility strategic thinking and the unwavering quest of greatness that has come to
characterize his coaching philosophy insightful interviews with football analysts teammates and
players provide readers a behind the scenes glimpse at the guy responsible for the recognizable
touchline presence the book also explores the subtleties of guardiola s coaching philosophy looking
at how he skillfully combines innovation and tradition and how his unwavering quest of excellence
has had a lasting impact on the game readers acquire a thorough grasp of the elements that have
propelled guardiola to legendary status in the world of football coaching from tactical subtleties
to leadership concepts readers are taken on a literary journey that goes beyond the football field in
pep guardiola from player to iconic coach where they learn about the thoughts and strategies of a
visionary coach whose influence extends well beyond the borders of the beautiful game this in depth
biography perfectly encapsulates guardiola s revolutionary career and provides an unmatched
window into the development of a player who went on to become an illustrious coach maestro
Pep Guardiola 2024-02-29 andr�s iniesta is the barcelona and spain legend rated by the likes of
cristiano ronaldo lionel messi luis suarez and paul scholes as one of the greatest footballers of all
time this is the thinking fan s footballer with a thinking fan s football book andr�s iniesta was
twelve years old when scouts invited him into barcelona s famous la masia academy shortly after he
joined the club barca legend pep guardiola remarked of him this lad is going to retire us all iniesta
rapidly became a permanent fixture in the barca midfield propelling the club to a raft of trophies
including eight la liga championships and four champions league titles with his country he has won the
european championship twice and scored the winning goal in the 2010 world cup final behind the
wonderfully graceful passing and movement and the accolades and trophies he has garnered there
exists an intelligent and thoughtful man who until now has let his beautifully skilful feet do the
talking in the artist being iniesta the spanish maestro paints a vivid self portrait in his own words but
also in those of his coaches team mates opponents friends and family the result is intriguing
The Artist: Being Iniesta 2016-09-08 guardiola s first job as a full time coach was at fc barcelona
at the time the barcelona reserve team or barcelona b were doing very poorly facing relegation the
club knew they needed to make a change as the management mulled over possible replacements but when
the directors of barcelona found out guardiola was interested in coaching the choice was easy
everyone at barcelona held pep in the highest regard believing he would be a great coach that belief
would turn out to be correct as pep took over barcelona b and didn t disappoint he re organized the
training sessions modernized the rondos brought a relentless level of intensity to training and insisted
on build up play and possession even on the tightest and smallest of fields the results of pep s efforts
were seen immediately that first year as guardiola s barcelona b won the league title however at the
same time that pep s barcelona b won the league the barcelona first team under frank rijkaard was
struggling they had all the big names and talent but they were not playing well failing to win any
major titles the club was at a crossroads big decisions needed to be made to get barcelona back to
winning trophies barcelona were certainly impressed with pep but this was barcelona after all and pep
only had one year experience as a manager and that was with the b team the club president gave the
issue a lot of thought and in the end he decided to ask pep if he was interested in the job pep responded
by saying you wouldn t have the balls but with me you will win everything the rest was history as
barcelona would go on to win title after title under guardiola pep would eventually leave
barcelona in 2012 having accomplished everything there was to accomplish with the club this case
study covers his entire managerial career along with pep s ideas about management and soccer game
model philosophies it is a very short book but packed with powerful quotes and information for any
coach teaching positional soccer it is more important to understand the ideas then the actual
training sessions
Soccer Coaching Leadership Strategies Pep Guardiola 2018-09 step into the realm of football
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legends with the football gods book bundle immerse yourself in the captivating stories of pel� diego
maradona ronaldo and messi as we explore their rise to greatness controversial journeys evolution
as players and enduring legacies this extraordinary collection of four books is a must have for any
football enthusiast offering a deep dive into the lives and careers of these iconic figures in pel� the
rise of a football legend witness the incredible journey of a young boy from humble beginnings who
would go on to become a symbol of brazil s footballing prowess experience the rise of pel� from his
early days in the streets to his unmatched success on the grandest stages as he captivates the world
with his exceptional skills and leads his nation to unprecedented triumphs explore the enigmatic and
controversial path of diego maradona in maradona hand of god a controversial football journey
delve into the gritty streets of villa fiorito the infamous hand of god goal and the indelible impact
maradona had on the footballing landscape this book unravels the highs and lows of a player whose
name still reverberates through the hearts of fans worldwide in ronaldo the evolution of a football
phenomenon witness the transformation of cristiano ronaldo a player who defied all odds to become a
global phenomenon from his early days in portugal to his record breaking achievements follow
ronaldo s journey as he redefines excellence pushing the boundaries of what is possible in the game
experience the evolution of a player who has left an indelible mark on football history finally in messi
the legacy of a football genius delve into the extraordinary career of lionel messi the maestro of the
beautiful game explore his unmatched skills astonishing goal scoring records and the enduring impact
he has had on the sport this book celebrates the legacy of a player who has redefined what it means
to be a footballing genius with the football gods book bundle you will be transported into the
exhilarating world of football s greatest icons these books offer an intimate look into the lives
achievements and challenges faced by these legendary players giving you a deeper understanding of
their impact on the sport and their enduring legacies whether you re a devoted fan a student of the
game or simply someone who appreciates the artistry and passion of football this book bundle is an
absolute must have each page will transport you into the captivating stories and moments that
have shaped the world s most beloved sport don t miss out on this incredible opportunity to own the
complete football gods book bundle immerse yourself in the legends of pel� maradona ronaldo and
messi and experience the magic and greatness of these football gods
Football Gods 2015-03-15 the premier league is one of the most popular and lucrative football
leagues in the world it was formed in 1992 following a breakaway from the football league and
since then has grown to become a global brand the league is made up of 20 teams who play 38
matches each from august to may with the team with the most points at the end of the season being
crowned champions however the league is not only known for the quality of football on display but
also for the passion and loyalty of its fans premier league matches are broadcast in over 200
countries and with world class players and managers in the league it has become a must watch for
football fans all around the world teams in the league are heavily backed by broadcasters sponsors
and investors resulting in massive income this enables the clubs to attract and retain world class
players who in turn produce some of the most exciting and competitive football in the world as well
as the fierce competition on the pitch there are also intense rivalries between clubs adding extra spice
to matches with a global reach and fan base the premier league has become more than just a football
league it is a cultural phenomenon
Introduction to Premier League 2015-02-26 in order to achieve the result you re aiming for you have
to have a plan in soccer you need a match plan some of the most successful soccer coaches devise
match plans for every one of their team s matches a match plan describes a strategy that is used to
be ideally prepared for the next match and be able to react to shifts in tactics or to particular
match situations this book aims to provide every soccer aficionado with a practical insight into the
topics of match ideas tactics match systems and match plans using easy to understand language on
that basis the author identifies advantages and disadvantages of various formations utilized by top
teams and then uses match plans to analyze how those formations can be defeated in play
Successful German Soccer Tactics 2019-01-18 how people succeed and how you can too sunday
times no 1 bestseller alastair campbell knows all about winning as tony blair s chief spokesman and
strategist he helped guide the labour party to victory in three successive general elections and he s
fascinated by what it takes to win how do sports stars excel entrepreneurs thrive or individuals
achieve their ambition is their ability to win innate or is the winning mindset something we can all
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develop drawing on the wisdom of an astonishing array of talented people from elite athletes to top
managers from rulers of countries to rulers of global business empires alastair campbell uses his
forensic skills as well as his own experience of politics and sport to get to the heart of success he
examines how winners tick he considers how they build great teams he analyses how they deal with
unexpected setbacks and new challenges he judges what the very different worlds of politics business
and sport can learn from one another and he sets out a blueprint for winning that we can all follow
Winners 2014-08-15 this book is a comprehensive resource for coaching the 4 3 3 formation at all
levels the level of detail will help you emulate how top coaches such as pep guardiola maurizio sarri
and j�rgen klopp use the 4 3 3 to great success it will enable you to see all the solutions in order
to optimise your team s tactical awareness and performance
Coaching 4-3-3 Tactics - 154 Tactical Solutions and Practices 2018-05-31 pep guardiola is
without a doubt the most successful football coach and teacher of the last 10 years he
revolutionised fc barcelona and formed a team that was one of the best in the history of the sport
now he follows jupp heynckes as coach of bayern munich and faces the pivotal question will he be able
to keep the team s quality or even improve it pep has become a legend and in order to understand this it
is necessary to see behind the curtain and understand the man who constitutes the guardiola system
what are the key values and principles that form the basis of his method how did he form a unit with
such diverse football stars what can we learn from pep miguel angel viol�n manages to make the
unknown guardiola better known and illustrates in many informing and amusing anecdotes the
philosophy that changed the game
Pep Guardiola 2019-09-20 a financial times sports books of the year cristiano and leo is the
fascinating account of the lives and rivalry between two of the best footballers to ever play the
game ronaldo and messi by jimmy burns the bestselling author of maradona the hand of god the rivalry
between ronaldo and messi has defined football to a generation of fans everyone has an opinion on
who is the greatest do you prefer ronaldo whose work ethic and physique have been honed for one
purpose scoring goals or messi whose superhuman natural talent means he can do the seemingly
impossible with a football between them they have scored over 1300 goals won the ballon d or ten
times and taken the beautiful game to even greater heights but statistics alone cannot do justice to
their skill athleticism and dedication to stay at the top for so long of one of the most competitive
sports in the world cristiano and leo tells their definitive story from children kicking a ball halfway
around the world from each other to facing each other in the epic clash el cl�sico between real madrid
and barcelona this is the essential book to understand one the most compelling rivalries in sporting
history
Cristiano and Leo 2017-10-01 after the hugely popular volume 1 volume 2 gives you another rare
opportunity into pep guardiola s training sessions with 85 practices taken directly from pep s training
sessions including technical circuits passing rondos positional and possession games small to large
sided games at manchester city bayern munich and fc barcelona
Pep Guardiola - 85 Passing, Rondos, Possession Games & Technical Circuits Direct from Pep's Training
Sessions 2012-02 canny bites 52 bites of business wisdom for leaders and entrepreneurs is a toolkit
for changing your professional life it is designed to share with busy business people know how wisdom
and advice in a way that is memorable and practical
Canny Bites 2010-04-22 fc barcelona a tactical analysis defending a team from another planet a
tactical blue print of pep guardiola s barcelona team this book is an exclusive and groundbreaking
study of pep guardiola s barcelona team this information and analysis of one of the most successful
club sides in history has been in high demand and it is finally here the defensive part of barcelona s game
does not get enough attention but is integral to their philosophy and all their superior style of play
the main elements of their tactics include pressure high up the pitch winning the ball back quickly
maintaining a numerical advantage around the ball zone and pushing their opponents wide to limit their
space we can now see a full analysis of barcelona s defensive tactics which have been so important
to their success the book shows barca s 4 3 3 system of play each player s responsibilities
positioning and movement within every possible phase of play terzis athanasios is a tactical professor
of football and has compiled an extensive assessment of barcelona s attacking play after over 1000
hours of studying all the games from the 2010 11 season guardiola s team has won 3 la liga
championships 2 uefa champions leagues 4 spanish cups 2 super cups and 2 fifa world club world cups
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the book starts with the characteristics of the players and the philosophy of barcelona and builds
into a comprehensive overview of the defensive tactics employed with clear diagrams and detailed
descriptions included strategies used to counter specific formations the 4 4 2 4 2 3 1 4 3 2 1 5 3 2
and the 4 3 2 1 assessments of specific phases of play central zone near the side lines and set plays
pressure cover and support from front middle and defensive zones preventing and limiting opposition
space defending from set pieces plus a lot more see full book contents below this gives football
coaches an unbelievable chance to learn how barcelona play and adapt their tactics to combat any
team they play their defensive work is so important to their success and allows them to be such a
strong attacking force
Fc Barcelona - a Tactical Analysis 2021-08-26 masterful time out revelatory scotland on sunday
gloriously readable metro fascinating independent excellent telegraph absorbing guardian winner of
the british sports book awards football book of the year the fifteenth anniversary edition fully
revised and updated of jonathan wilson s modern classic in the modern classic jonathan wilson pulls
apart the finer details of the world s game tracing the global history of tactics from modern pioneers
right back to the beginning when chaos reigned along the way he looks at the lives of great players
and thinkers who shaped the sport and probes why the english in particular have proved themselves
unwilling to grapple with the abstract fully revised and updated this fifteenth anniversary edition
analyses the evolution of modern international football including the 2022 world cup charting the
influence of the great spanish german and portuguese tacticians of the last decade whilst pondering
the effects of football s increased globalisation and commercialisation
Inverting the Pyramid 2016-05-05 updated to include the 2021 22 season the instant sunday times
top ten bestseller the behind the scenes story of the marcelo bielsa revolution at leeds united and
their first season back in the premier league after sixteen years of hurt featuring fresh personal insight
from marcelo bielsa on 27th february 2022 after 170 matches in charge promotion to the premier
league and some of the most exhilarating football the english game has ever seen leeds united parted
company with their most beloved and successful manager in a generation marcelo bielsa his parting gift
was to embrace the crowds of adoring fans who turned up to say thank you as he left the club s
training ground for the final time in and it was beautiful the athletic s phil hay chronicles leeds united
s glorious first season back in the top flight which saw them finish ninth after a chaotic sixteen year
absence phil pulls back the curtain on the hallmarks that now define the marcelo bielsa era from his
gruelling training schedule including his infamous murderball sessions to innovative tactical methods
that elevated championship regulars into premier league stars bielsa performed miracles turning
football into high art and making an extraordinary cultural impact on the city of leeds the result is
a unique and fitting tribute to a leeds united icon
And it was Beautiful football looked at in a very different way pat nevin former chelsea and everton
star and football media analyst football the most mathematical of sports from shot statistics and
league tables to the geometry of passing and managerial strategy the modern game is filled with
numbers patterns and shapes how do we make sense of them the answer lies in the mathematical models
applied in biology physics and economics soccermatics brings football and mathematics together in a
mind bending synthesis using numbers to help reveal the inner workings of the beautiful game this new
and expanded edition analyses the current big name players and teams using mathematics and meets the
professionals working inside football who use numbers and statistics to boost performance welcome
to the world of mathematical modelling expressed brilliantly by david sumpter through the prism of
football no matter who you follow from your local non league side to the big boys of the
premiership la liga the bundesliga serie a or the mls you ll be amazed at what mathematics has to
teach us about the world s favourite sport
Soccermatics
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